Huebsch is the answer.

Commercial Homestyle
Dryer

Commercial Homestyle Dryer Specifications
The Answer for Quality Finished Results

Dryer

LEZ27/LGZ27

What makes Huebsch dryers the right choice for my
laundry room?

Cycles

3
Regular/Delicate
- More Dry
- Less Dry
Permanent Press/Knits
- More Dry
- Less Dry
Time

Temperatures

3
Delicate
No Heat
Regular/Perm Press

Cylinder Volume - cu. ft.

7.0

Motor - HP

60 Hz: 1/3, 5.5 amp

Cylinder Interior

Galvanized Steel

Door Opening

180° Side Swing Reversible

Lint Filter

Secured

Fast drying times.
Huebsch dryers deliver fast drying results. A 7.0 cu. ft.
cylinder with an 18 lb capacity offers ample space for
large loads to tumble and produce fast drying times,
while lowering utility consumption.
Easy maintenance.
A secured lint filter is located
upfront to allow for easy cleaning
between cycles.
Large, rugged door.
Our dryer has a rugged door and hinge with the
industry’s largest door opening, 2.06 sq. ft. The doors
are also reversible for installation flexibility.
Great control.
Three cycle selections and three
temperature options enable
users to tailor drying cycles to
fit their needs. An adjustable
end-of-cycle signal alerts users of cycle
completion, for a more productive laundry room.

Color

White

Energy Input†

Elec: 5000 W
Gas: 22,500 Btu

Width - in (mm)

26 7/8" (683)

Depth - in (mm)

28" (711)

Height* - in (mm)

43" (1092)

Work Surface Height* - in (mm)

36" (914)

Net Weight - lb (kg)

Elec: 130 (59)
Gas: 135 (61)

Shipping Weight - lb (kg)

Elec: 140 (64)
Gas: 145 (66)

Agency Approvals

Elec: CULUS
Gas: CSA Star, CSA Flame

* Heights may vary slightly depending on leveling adjustments.
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What sets Huebsch apart from other
brands in terms of reliability?

†

Not just standing behind our
equipment, but standing beside
you and your business.
Our made-in-America product comes with an industryleading bond.The entire machine receives Huebsch’s
standard three-year warranty. In addition, Huebsch has
more service representatives in the field than most
brands have in their whole organization. Huebsch
support is further bolstered by an online component
and a help line that takes 10,000 calls per year.
*
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Electrical requirements: (Elec.) 4-wire system, 120/240V, 60 Hz
AC, 30 amp circuit separately fused. (Gas) 2-wire plus grounded
(earth) wire system, 120V, 60 Hz AC, 15 amp circuit
separately fused.
For the most accurate information, the installation guide
should be used for all design and construction purposes. Due
to continuous product improvements, design and specifications
subject to change without notice. The quality management
system of Alliance Laundry Systems’ Ripon facility has been
registered to ISO 9001:2000.
Printed in the U.S.A.
©Copyright 2009 Alliance Laundry Systems LLC

*Parts only, labor not included. See Huebsch Warranty Bond for specifics.
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